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 ocated between Grand Harbour and  
 Harbour House Marina, SeaHaven  
 sits on a one-and-a-half-acre lot 
that borders the turquoise waters of the 
North Sound along its northern edge and 
fronts a wide, clear canal on its eastern 
side. Positioned along its waterfront is an 
intimate collection of 13 modern, island-
style homes, with those on the canal side 
benefitting additionally from eight 32-foot 
dock spaces.

Developed by Encompass Ltd., the two-  
and three-bedroom residences are distributed 
across six buildings in a gated community for 
privacy and security. A variety of layouts and 
designs are available, but all are two storeys, 
with an ample rooftop terrace from which 
residents will enjoy gentle sea breezes and 
panoramic views. 

Each of the six buildings opens onto  
an attractive wooden deck with a pool at  
its centre.

A new residential development fronting the North Sound, SeaHaven offers all 
the benefits of waterfront living, without the prohibitive price tag. Words by Natasha Were
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SeaHaven’s gated location at the end of a cul-de-sac ensures no 
through traffic, making it quiet and safe for children. Its north and 
east orientation not only means homes will be cooled by the prevailing 
winds, but that pools and terraces will naturally be shaded during the 
hottest hours of the afternoon. 

The layout and features of these homes has been carefully thought 
out for optimal functionality: open-plan kitchen, living and dining spaces; 
generously-proportioned bedrooms; ample storage (including walk-in closets 
in master bedrooms) and second floor, fully-equipped laundry rooms.  

In addition to plenty of outdoor parking, each home is assigned  
a garage, located in a central building set back from the waterfront.  
Above the garages are four carriage house apartments. Available 
optionally for purchase by SeaHaven homeowners, these charming  
one-bedroom plus study apartments, with high ceilings, exposed beams 
and plenty of natural light, can be used as separate nanny flats, a home  
office or studio, or accommodation for guests. 

The views and easy access to Rum Point, Stingray City and the North 
Sound are a major draw for those who want to make the most of the 
island lifestyle, and the private dock spaces make these homes especially 
appealing to boat-owners. 

The expansion of the Linford Pierson highway and the enhancements 
being made to the Grand Harbour community, will only add to the 
appeal of the location, for families, young professionals and retirees. 

Construction at SeaHaven is well underway and the first phase of  
the development is due for completion by April 2017. 

For more information contact Tracey Kline at Encompass 
Call: 345-326-4562 Email: tkline@encompasscayman.com
Visit: www.encompasscayman.com

Take advantage of introductory developer discounts and  
pre-construction Stamp Duty reductions. Pricing starting at CI $656k.


